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letters
Bike Ripoffs
To the Editor:
Do you need money? Need I ask?
A very lucrative business is available
to you on this very campus. All you
need to get started is an initial
investment in wire cutters and strong
hands. Naturally a job of this kind
involves some risk, but the risk is
very slight.
Consider a few facts.
Albuquerque's crime rate is number

two in the nation. The police are
much too busy with serious crime to
worry about you. And the campus
police are busy giving tickets, and
worrying about countless other bikes
that are stolen every day. Their
chances of finding you are very slim.
And what happens if you do get
caught? This depends on your
connections, past record and
innumerable other factors, but if
you're smart they won't catch you.
·Now you want to lmow how it's
done. The method is simple. Do it
with a friend if you like. Go in the
middle of the day. It doesn't matter
if there are people around, they
won't notice that you're cutting the
lock instead of opening it, unless
they get awfully close. Just walk
around and wait for them to go
away.
Two locks take a little longer to
cut, but they're really no problem.
You can cut through all chains
except maybe tempered steel, and
you can cut the lock if not the chain.
Then hop on the bike and ride away.
It's that easy.

The only thing that can stop you
now is for people to realize that no
lock can stop you, or crowded area
can stop you and no amount of
lights or daylight can stop you.
Nothing short of all students
refusing to ride an expensive bike to
the University can stop you, because
this is a place where bikes are
localized. It is the ideal spot for you
to hit, over and over again.
Diane Dawson
Co-op Cut
To the Editor:
The Headstart Program at the
Santo Domingo Pueblo was recently
funded $92,000 for the coming
school year. This program serves 80
pre-school children.
The UNM Child Care Co-op has
been in existence for less than a year.
This semester over 100 children aged
six months to six years are enrolled
in the program. The sum of money
proposed by the executive branch of
ASUNM is $7000.
This is an unrealistic sum both in
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terms of the children's needs and in
terms of the parents' ability to
supplement that sum. For obviously,
in order to operate at all, fees will
have to be raised and it is the parents
(married students) who will pay.
Certainly we are not suggesting
that the Child Care Co-op be funded
for anything like $92,000. Nor are
we suggesting that the co-op needs
anything like the elaborate
bureaucracy of a government Head
Start Program to function smoothly.
What we are suggesting is that the
needs of married students have been
consistently minimized and
neglected on this campus. Too, the
Child Care Co-op has proved to be
one of the most desperately needed
and one of the most successful
projects on campus this year.
Surely, somewhere in this
University there is money to better
meet the needs of parents and
children.
Educational Director
Louise Billotte,
Parents of the Co-op,
Students and Friends

King Revives LUSC
To Haunt Universities

'How Will You Answer? "·s A
Politician Or The Army's
Commander- In- Chief?'

WlLite House Refutes FBI Spying
I

1
By JAMES RIDGEWAY
Reprinted from the
Great Speckled Bird
Nixon's scheme to change the
health system looks 'like ersatz
reform calculated to provide him
with a popular image in time for the
19 7 2 election. Before the lying
starts, it may be helpful for readers
to understand a bit about the politics
involved. Unfortunately they have
less to do with changing the medical
system than shoring up the decrepit
insurance industry.
The simple, obvious way to
provide health care is to create a
national health scheme, paid by
taxes, administered by government
and covering every citizen for any
illness or injury anywhere at any
time. Such a system would eliminate
private insurors and Blue Cross - Blue
Shield, strip the doctors of their
private ambitions and lead to a
decline in the use of hospitals.
It would mean everyone, rich or
poor, would receive the same, equal
treatment, if at all possible, within
their immediate community and not
in some expensive central hospital.
Now, of course, patients receive
medical care depending on their
ability to pay for it. Health insurance
coverage applies generally only when
the patient is treated within the
hospital even in the instances where
he could just as efficiently be treated
in the doctor's office or at home.
This artificial demand for hospital
s p a c e e n c o u rage s h o s p it al
administrators to boost their rates
even higher. The rate increases are
passed along by supine insurance
officials to the consuming public.
This system exists only for the
benefit of the medical empire

Gov. Bruce King last week signed into law a bill to
continue the Legislative Universities Study Committee
(LUSC).
During the gubernatorial campaign, King had pledged to
work for the abolishment of the committee. However, he said
he signed the bill because the LUSC was changing its outlook
and would be more helpful to the universities. In addition,
King pointed out the legislature had passed the bill by an
"overwhelming majority."
The Senate passed the bill 25-8 and the House passed it
57-12.
King also said he considered the fact the committee was
not allocated additional funds when he signed the bill. The
continuation bill originally asked for $50,000 but the request
was cut by the Senate Finance committee before the bill was
heard on the floor. The committee will operate this year on
$20,000 left over from last year's allocation.
The bill at first received a "do not pass" recommendation
from the Senate Education Committee (SEC) during the
legislative session. However, the bill's sponsor, LUSC
Chairman Sen. I. M. Smalley (D-Sierra -Hidalgo- Luna)
re-introduced the bill, and after reconsideration the SEC
reported it out of committee without recommendation.
One of the members of the first study committee, Rep. H.
Merrill
Taylor (R-San Juan) said the LUSC "has done much
Eraclis Perez, lead singer of Mariachi Gala, will perform here
Thursday night as part of a three-day Chicano Music Festival. Four
good."
Lead Singer
of the best·known Chicano musicians in New Mexico will entertain
"We have. new codes of student and faculty conduct
together Friday evening in the Kiva. See related story page 3.
around the state and cooperative dialogue has begun to
develop between the LUSC and the University community,"
Rejects Claims of Eavesdropping on Civilians
he said.
However, Bernalillo county legislators voiced opposition to
the LUSC continuation.
"The University regents already have the power to correct
He also termed "wholly unsubstantiated" the situation if their charges are not performing their duty,"
WASHINGTON (UPI) -The White House
House Democratic Leader Hale Bogg's said Rep. John Radosevich (D-Bern.)
rejected as "unfounded and repugnant to
Rep. Lenton Malry (D-Bern.) said committees normally
charge that the FBI haa tapped his
this administration" Wednesday growing
recommend legislation, and since the LUSC did not, its job
telephone, and said:
suggestions that the FBI is conducting
"I sense that an impression is developing was over. Malry was one of the members of the original
clandestine surveillance of private citizens.
Press Secretary Ronald Ziegler responded
in this country that there is surveillance of committee but opposed its continuation in the form of the
heatedly to a charge by Sen. Edmund S.
private individuals. This is unfounded and LUSC.
Muskie (D-Maine) that FBI agents had spied
The committee was started two years ago after controversy
repugnant to this administration."
Ziegler said statement to this effect were over the use of Lenore Kandel's "The Love Lust Poem" in a
on Earth Day rallies in Washington and
across the country that were held a year ago
politically motivated, made for "perhaps UNM freshman English class.
UNM President Ferrel Heady had no comment on the
to dramatize the need to clean the grabbing a headline."
environment.
The press secretary insisted that FBI continuation of the committee.
wiretapping activities relate only to
Ziegler, who said he had discussed the
matter with President Nixon, told newsmen
organized crime and national security.
that if FBI agents were at the Washington
"There is nothing beyond that, and
Monument ceremony last April 22, they
headlines that leave the impression this
were there only to "observe persons who
administration is motivated" by any other
have records of criminal violence."
reason "is totally misleading and not true,"
Muskie, who spoke at the Washington
Ziegler said.
rally, told the Senate Wednesday that the
Denying an "impression" that the
Public attitudes and legislative actions directed at UNM
FBI had no business eavesdropping on administration supports spying on private were discussed by William McConnell and Don Stuart of the
citizens protesting pollution where , 'no
citizens, Ziegler said that if such surveillance Board of Educational Finance (BEF) at a three-hour meeting
crime or threat of crime was involved nor had occurred it was not at the with the Faculty Policy Committee (FPC) yesterday.
... any violence threatened."
administration's instigation. "There is no
Referring to the falling public image of universities, Stuart
Muskie, a leading contender for the 1972 indication that they (the FBI) have said the loss of popularity is due largely to the fact that fewer
Democratic presidential nomination, conducted themselves in any way contrary than half the people in the United States ever attend college.
proposed that Congress create an to our policy," he said.
They rely on outside sources for their view of higher
independent board of review to monitor all
education, he said, and "They don't like what they see
Obvious
government agencies who gather intelligence
Senate Republican Whip Robert P. Griffin lately."
on civilians.
McConnell, referring to the money situation at UNM, said
issued a statement saying it was obvious
No Comment
thought it "would be a great move" if all allocations for
he
from an FBI memorandum which Muskie
Ziegler had no comment on Muskie's
inserted in the congressional record that FBI athletics were redirected into academic areas of the
speech at a mid-day news briefing, but when
agents were at the Washington Monument University, but added such a shift in priorities is highly
he met reporters again in late afternoon, he
not to monitor Muskie's speech but to unlikely.
asserted he had become "exorcised" about
Stuart said such a shift would be "a bad public relations
observe Rennie Davis.
the senator's charges.
move'' since many legislators identify with UNM only
through athletics.
The Legislature, he said, is concerned mostly with athletics
and undergraduate teaching- to the exclusion of research.
"I think legislators have the idea," said McConnell, "that a
STAN FORD, Calif. (UPI)- Stanford newspaper to exist and function properly if
University President Richard Lyman asked it is constantly in fear of having its notes and whole lot of what is done in research isn't worth much."
his legal officer Tuesday to investigate a raid photo files examined for the purpose of
Joseph Scaletti, professor of microbiology, replied research
made of the school newspaper by local prosecution."
A school spokesman said the police were improves the quality of the faculty of a university.
policemen looking for information on
It also brings money into the state. "This the Legislature
accompanied by two campus security guards
student demonstrators.
Lyman termed the search of office files and did not break into any locked desks or can understand," he said.
and desks "deplorable," and said it was filing . cabinets. He said the officers left
McConnell said what FPC members called the "decline in
"threatening the freedom of the press." He empty handed.
quality of the educational experience at UNM" is difficult to
Palo Alto Police Chief James Zurcher said measure or even define.
assigned the investigation to James Siena, his
he ordered the search because he wanted to
chief legal advisor.
FPC Chairman Peter Prouse said "You can judge a loss of
The raid occurred Monday night when identify all persons involved in the
quality
simply by arguing that a professor working with 1200
four Palo Alto police officers, armed with a demonstration, which he called "the most
students cannot analyse the problems of any of his pupils.,
search warrant, spent 45 minutes probing vicious and unprovoked attack on police I've
Marshall Nason, director of UNM's Latin American
files and wastebaskets for photographs taken ever seen."
The demonstration, held by about 50 programs, said he knew of a student who, after four years at
during a violent demonstration Friday at the
members
of the Black Students' Union, was UNM, did not know any two professors well enough to
school's medical center.
Felicity Barringer, editor of the Stanford to protest the firing of a black janitor receive their evaluations of her as a prospective Peace Corps
worker.
Daily, said, "It's extremely difficult for a worldng at the hospital.

COI11Il1entary
Nixo11's Health Schen1e
builders, those doctors, hospital
administrators and insurance
company executives who make
money and build political power by
taking advantage of masses of
ordinary people. It is this system
which Nixon in the name of
"reform" proposes to shore up.
While he was in Congress Nixon
himself suggested subsidizing
individuals so they could pay
insurance companies for health
policies. And he proposed to
lengthen the risk to the insurers by
having the government underwrite a
portion of the risk. While the details
of his new health program have not
yet been decided, the broad outlines
are known and they bear a striking
resemblance to his earlier proposals.
They are likely to include the
following:
A family health insurance scheme
to replace Medicaid. This envisions a
sort of medical food stamps
program, whereby those qualifying
as poor will be subsidized by the
government to buy base medical
plans from private insurances
companies or Blue Cross. The
administration originally considered
setting a funding limit of $500 per
family of four, then raised it to
$800. Actually, it costs about $1200
to insure a family of four.
There are other medical plans
already before the Congress. The
UAW is backing a national health
insurance plan which would pay for

all illness and be administered by the
government. The American Hospital
Ass. wants the government to
underwrite the cost of catastrophic
insurance, but require people to pay
for basic health insurance unless they
qualify for subsidy under a means
test. The AMA wants to provide tax
deductions and backs a form of
medical stamps for the poor. The
private insurance companies and
Blue Cross want the government to
underwrite health insurance which
they would administer.
With the exception of the UAW
scheme, none of these propqsals
envision any real change in the
medical system. All of them,
including Nixon's would be highly
inflationary, pouring federal dollars
into the existing inefficient system,
providing an aclditional market for
private insurance companies and
pushing doctors toward ·the middle
class, instead of the poor where the
need for medical attention is
desperate. Any real change would
involve plans for paying doctors the
same amount for treating rich and
poor, a redefinition of medical
practice to emphasize the us<~ of
para-medical personnel in homes or
community elinics. There would be
an added emphasis on preventative
care.
In the Nixon proposals, as they
are thus far understood, the basic
politieal questions don't concern the
health system, but center around

different ways of subsidizing the
insurance industry. At the moment
this system looks like this: Blue
Cross, a loose network of 75-odd
local plans, provides basic medical
insurance. Blue Cross is tightly
interlocked with the American
Hospital Ass.; the hospital
association owns the Blue Cross
trade mark and hospital
administrators account for nearly 50
percent of all trustees of the
different Blue Cross plans. While
Blue Cross insists it is independent of
the hospitals, Blue Cross plans in
practice agree to hospital demands
for increased rate schedules.
Recently the Blue Cross Ass. has
moved to centralize the activities of
the different plans. The association is
the prime contractor for Medicare.
Last year an investigation by the
House Governmental Operations
subcommittee showed that money
paid by the federal government into
the local Washington, D.C. Blue
Cross plan to underwrite federal
health benefits had been channeled
into non-interest bearing accounts.
These accounts totalled as much as
$20 million at one time. It turned
out bank officials were also trustees
of the Washington, D.C. Blue Cross
plan. Now, the Senate Antitrust and
Monopoly Subcommittee is anxious
to find out how Bhw Cross invests its
funds.
The suspieion, for instance, is that
local Blue Cross plans are using
Medicare funds to speculate in rNtl
estate proporties and to build lavish
new administration buildings. Peopk•
who pay for Bluo Cross insurances
have no way of knowing where the
money goes. Blue (.Jross refuses to
reveal its investment portfolios.

University's Public Image
Sways Spending Priorities

Investigation Begins Into Stanford Raid

Thursday, April15, 1971
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Study Finds Teaching Interest Greater Than Research
Charges that faculty members
are not interested in teaching and
oppose educational reform "are
not true, or, if true, they are true
for only some faculty members,"
a study conducted by two

TRADE THIS!

6917 Lomas N.E.
(only at) 3400 Central S.E.

For Any 15¢ Drink
With a 79¢ Arby's

University of California
researchers asserts.
The study, under the auspices
of the Center for Research and
Development in Higher Education
at the University, also counters
charges that faculty members have
little contact with students
outside the classroom and favor
promotion on the basis of
research and tenure rather than
teaching.
"Although it has been charged
that faculty members have
abandoned teaching for research,
we found that, for most faculty,
teaching is a central activity,"
concluded the researchers, Jerry
G. Gaff and Robert C. Wilson.
Approximately nine in ten
faculty members said teaching was
"the major source of satisfaction
in their lives."
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In addition, "all but a handful
said they thought their studies
viewed them as effective teachers,
and the majority reported
stimulation from students as a
major source of satisfaction in
their lives," the researchers said.
The findings, they added,
indicated a greater faculty interest
in teaching than they expected to
find," even allowing for the
self-report nature of the data."
The survey results, summarized
in the April 5 Chronicle of Higher
Education, was compiled from
responses 1085 faculty members
at six institutions ranging from a
large state university to a small
Protestant college.
Nine in ten faculty members
termed teaching "a very
important criterion in pay and
promotion decisions. 11 Those at
every institution except the state
university said it should be more
important than research. The state
university faculty members said
teaching and research should be
equally important,
"At every school most of the
faculty reported that the quality
of teaching actually was given less
weight than they thought it
should be," Gaff and Wilson said.
They found a "substantial
majority" of faculty members
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on all foreign cars
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favored such educational reforms
as increases in the proportion of
students from minority groups,
more informal interaction
between faculty and students,
more interdisciplinary and current
social problems courses, more
independent study and granting
academic credit for work in
community action programs.
The researchers acknowledged,
however, that there was some

Class-Action Suit
Seeks Prosecution
Of Draft Officials.
CHICAGO, Ill. (CPS)- An
historic legal suit challenging the
entire Select:ve Service System,
and the war in Southeast Asia,
and aimed at bringing about the
legal prosecution of a local draft
board and Selective Service
Director Curtis Tarr was filed in a
Chicago U.S. District Court,
March 29.
The six-page complaint differs
from all previous court cases
involving the draft on one
important point: it is a
"class-action" civil suit, not a
criminal case appeal. Unlike other
earlier draft cases, the plaintiff in
this case is not on trial for refusal,
and is not seeking simple
modification of his draft status or
of the draft Ia w.
In a reversal of roles, he has
charged the U.S. government with
being "criminal," and is
demanding, in effect, a total end
to the Selective Service System,
plus judicial prosecution and
punishment for those people
directly responsible for the
system.

d i ffercnces among faculty
members. Faculty members who
favor reform have more contact
with students outside the
classroom and are more likely to
be from the junior faculty ranks,
politically liberal and
non-religious.
Such faculty members are
"more likely to see the purpose of
a college education as
self-development in students, are
more likely to emphasize
personalization in the educative
process . . . and to favor giving
students significant roles in both
academic and social
policy-making. 11
However, the survey did find
"the majority" of all faculty
members do function as "friend
and counselor" to students
beyond the "prescribed
capacities" of teacher and advisor.
In the classroom the faculty
member favoring change is "more
likely to encourage student
participation and to employ less structured evaluation of
procedures." The opposite is
generally true of faculty members
who oppose educational change,
according to the survey.
The institutions surveyed
included a large state university, a
large state college, a medium-sized
public junior college, a
medium-sized private university, a
small selective liberal arts college
and a small Protestant college.
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Briefly, the suit's argument is
this: first, the selective service
violates British and U.S.
precedents which hold that the
population, by virtue of its
"natural and inalienable" rights,
can not be forced to serve in a
standing army.
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Three-Day Festival Starts Today
Well-known Chicano Musicians Highlight Event
Four of the best known
Chicano musicians in New Mexico
will perform together at 7:30 p.m.
Friday in the Kiva, highlighting a
three-day Chicano Music Festival.
.H.H. Mondragon of Anton
Chico, Fred Vigil of Espanola, and
Cleofes Vigil and Meliton Trujillo
of Taos will sing, play, and read
from their poetry at the free
performance, which is open to the
public.
The festival begins today with a
three-hour performance by
Albuquerque's Mariachi Gala on
the Mall. The show starts at noon
and is, like all other events in the
festival, free and open to the
general public.
At 7 :30 tonight Mondragon,
uncle of Lt. Gov. Robert
Mondragon of Albuquerque, and

one redwood tree,
you' ve seen ~hem
aJJ:' R.Reagan

"Liberals have suffered more
censorship by the radio-TV media
than conservatives," a University
of Texas - Arlington political
scientist reported at the 25th
annual meeting of the Western
Political Science Association at
Western Skies last week.
Backing his contenHon that it
has been liberals, not
conservatives who have been hurt
most by the electronic media,
Edward Chester surveyed more
than 50 years of censorship by
radio and television outlets.
In his paper, "Liberal Dissent
and Radio-TV Bias," he pointed
out that such liberal and socialist

Las Cmnpanas

UNM 's junior women's
honorary, Las Campanas, is
inviting any student who has
completed 40-65 hours with a
grade point average of 2.8 or more
to attend an open house. The
open house will be on April 18
from 7-8:30 p.m. in the honors
center of Zimmerman Library.
Any girl who is interested in
becoming a member should
attend.

Redwood Tr""
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That stateme'l.t was made about six years ago. Last
month, in regard to a major oil spill - the same man said
"It could have been worse."
Times have changed, but most of Lhe people running
this country haven't. Clear Creek is what you can do
about it. We're a magazme for doers, telling precisely the
way things are and what you can do about them.
In Clear Creek you'll find reports by Nader's Raiders
and concerned sclentists. We will also have visionary
articles on ecology, anim11I bt•havior, Lfw origin and
?Volution of life and habitat design. Regular f(•atures
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gardemng and cooking, and (!t1VironnH~nlal law.
It's about time you had straight rPporting with nothing
left out. net Clear Crc!!k nt your n~;wsstand. 50q a copy or
$5.00 a year. For subseriptions, write: fi17 Mission SLrPct,
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thinkers as Walter Berger, Norman
Thomas and William Z. Ripley
had been refused radio time by
networks because their material
was considered "anti-American."
"Robert LaFollette had a
running battle with the media
because he felt they were
discriminating against him," the
Arlington professor said. "As
recently as 1957, in fact, CBS
refused to allow Eric Sevareid,
now one of their top
commentators, to air a
five-minute editorial about the
State Department ban on
newsmen visiting Red China. This
a full eight years after the Federal
Communications Commission
approved editorials on the air.''
Chester called Vice President
Spiro Agnew's attacks on the
media interesting because, he
argued, "it has been liberals, not
conservatives, who have been
censored most often by the
media; it has been liberals who
have fought most bitterly against
the media; and it appears to me
that it will be liberals who will
suffer most if another wave of
media censorship occurs."

You'll never taste
acolder beer.

San Frandseo, California \H 1OG.

t·- ~· .i .

Fred Vigil will play in the Union
theater. Mondaragon is a poet and
singer who has been very active in
land grant movements around
Anton Chico, Fred Vigil is a
guitarist and composer who sings
many of his own works.
Cleofes Vi1,ril and Trujillo will
perform Friday at 12:30 p.m. in
the Union Theater, then later play
again with Mondragon and Fred
Vigil that night. Vigil is a famed
singer of Alabados, the ancient
Spanish religious songs still sung
by the Penitentes. He is also a
poet and composer who has
recorded one album and two
single records. Trujillo is a folk
singer and recorded artist who
specializes in Spanish songs.
The Chicano Studies discussion
series will feature a lecture by Lt.

Media Censures Liberals
Reports Political Scientist

" If you 've seen

Shop

Deserted miners' houses in the ghost town of Madrid, northeast of
Albuquerque on Rt. 10, Joe Huber, current owner of the property,
said Madrid firms secretly shipped coal products to Los Alamos
during development of the atomic bomb there in the 1940's.

Madrid

i

The plaintiff, Chuck Collins, a
21-year-old Lake Forest College
student who is involved in a local
underground TV news program,
has asked to serve as his own
attorney in the case.
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Governor Robert Mondragon
April 16 at 7:30 p.m. at the
Chicano Studies Center.
Mondragon's topic will be
"Chicano Music. 11 There is no
admission charge.
The three-day festival,
co-sponsored by the UNM
Chicano Studies Program and the
ASUNM Speakers Committee,
ends Saturday night at 8: 30 with
a "Parranda Chicana" in the
Newman Center on campus. The
Chicano jam session will feature
several groups and individuals and
dancing. There will be free
refreshments at all activities.
Coordinating activities is Felipe
Gonzales, a UNM student in the
Chicano Studies Program.

For peoP-le with more
sense than money.

c;; . . ;;i

$1395
Port of Entry

The Honda is one of the best car
bargains going today;
For a mere pittance, you get it all.
Air-cooled, four-stroke single overhead cam engine. Self-adjusting front
power disc brakes. Rack-and-pinion
steering. Flow-thru ventilation, Front
bucket seats with headrests. Frontwheel drive. The kind of road-hugging
maneuverability normally found on
more expensive cars. And the kind of
gas mileage that sends service station
attendants running for cover.

The Honda Car.
·See your local HONDA Auto Dealer

Cold.. Brewed B-8-B-Ballantine
P. Dallnnllno

& Sons,

DAN ELY BUICK-GMC, INC.

2801 Carlisle NE

345-2551

Nowark. Now Jor.soy
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Lobo Arts & Media

'Battle Hymn' Tops Million Mark
Y ess ir, every boy born in
America has a chance to become
President or rich (or both), and
some attain the latter in the
darndest ways.
Take Julian Wilson and James
Smith, engineer and attorney
respectively, of Muscle Shoals,
Ala. With their professions they

professions they probably weren't
starving a couple of months ago
anyway, but today they've got it a
lot better as they watch the
royalty checks roll in.
The royalty checks come from
a song they wrote - their first
effort .in that field - which sold
10,000 copies in the 10 days or so

New Mexico Lobo
Vol. 74

No. 119
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preceding March 30, went up to the music, arrangement,
35,000 on March 31, hit 154,000 production and so on, it's a pretty
April 1, and has now reportedly poor record."
topped 1,000,000. The song is the
Capitol Records is to be
first solo release of unknown commended for not grovelling
vocalist Terry Nelson, and is on through the Calley mess for a few
the obscme Plantation label out extra bucks (quite a few): Capitol
of Nashville.
president Stan Gortikor made the
What is the significance of the decision not to release a recording
dates, and how could such success of the same song made by Tex
be achieved with everything Ritter.
stacked against them? The answer
To those million of you who
lies in the song's title and made Wilson and Smith, Nelson et
message: it's "The Battle Hymn of al modestly wealthy with your
Lt. Calley."
purchases: keep that gem
According to a Plantation press around- it's something your
release, the record met with children will be proud to inherit.
mixed reactions when released And while you're at it, ESP
some 10 days prior to the court Records in New York puts out
decision. Many radio stations another collector's album, by
refused to air it. The day another persecuted ani! convicted
following the verdict against defender - of- what's- right:
Calley, all hell broke loose: in the "Lie"- by Charles Manson.
St. Louis area, a station received
**
200 phone calls per hour for two
If you've never seen the Lewie
hours, all pro-Calley; at Chicago's Wickham Trio and/or Siegling and
WCFL the record was included in Larrabee, the Albuquerque area's
a news special, after which the two fine folktype groups, you
switchboard received a torrent of must have been staying at home a
calls, 99 to 1 in favor of Calley; at lot, and you've been cheating
a San Diego station, 300 phone yourself. Correct the situation and
calls were received the first hour join their many fans at the Union
after the record was played; a ballroom Sunday at 8 p.m., and at
station near Macon, Ga. played it the same time help fight cystic
a full hour without commercial fibrosis and other children's
interruption; in New York, the diseases (it's a benefit). Tickets
Post did a feature story on it and will be on sale at the Union ticket
a Hell's Angel group voiced strong booth today and Friday, at all
support of the record.
three Stromberg's locations, and
Locally, the reaction seemed a at the door Sunday evening.
bit tamer. Only five stations here
The Oscar awards show is
said they played it, and only one televised
tonight, ho hum (except
is still airing it, by (infrequent) for George C. Scott's anticipated
request only. All reported a refusal if he wins for "Patton").
favorable reaction, but only
Upcoming concerts: Badfinger I
KQEO seemed to get the volume Zephyr, Jefferson Airplane, Merle
of response corresponding to the Haggard I Jerry Lee Lewis, Elton
reported national response. A John (probably), Johnny Cash.
spokesman for the station said it
ACLOA's "Camelot" plays
sold as fast or faster than anything Popejoy Hall tonight through
in Albuquerque's history. The Saturday at 8:15, matinee Sunday
manager of country station KDAZ at 2:15.
said its popularity rested strictly
Chicano Music Festival, today
on its protest theme- "as far as through Saturday (see article
elsewhere in today's Lobo for
details).
Charles Andrews

*

842-6736
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1600 Central SE

Ne"V'J Law School Building

Dedication, Open House,
Crazy Horse

Crazy Horse Debut Album
Shows Distinct Character
"CRAZY HORSE"- Crazy
Horse (Reprise/RS 6438 ). This
one's beautiful; one of the best
albums I've heard in a year.
I'm delighted this debut effort
of Crazy Horse by themselves not
only justifies the reputation they
earned as Neil Young's exciting
backup group, but enhances it.
Though in the same vein as the
music they played behind Young,
it has a character distinctly theirs.
They do bow to their mentor
with "Dance, Dance, Dance" but
it's the only song on the album
written by the Canadian cowboy;
the rest are the work of Jack
Nitzsche or Danny Whitten of the
group, or talented sideman Nils
Lofgren. Nitzsche, of course, has
been known for some time as
songwriter extraordinaire, but
Whitten proves here that he's at
least his equal.
Whitten, guitarist, also does
most of the singing, with a strong
and rough but gentle voice from
the country that is easy to make
friends with, and grows on you
with each listening (as does the
album itself). Ry Cooder's slide
guitar is thrown in on three songs;
quite nice, but it doesn't stand
out because the rest of the
musicianship is so superb. Like
Cooder's, Crazy Horse's music is
clean as a whistle and restrained,
but as penetrating as anything
you've ever heard.
Singing, playing, and writing:
"Crazy Horse" scores high all
around. It rests easy on your
head, and though I've only been
playing it about a month I've got
a strong feeling I'm still going to
be playing it four or five years
from now.

A break with the past, for future brides.
Diamond sets entwined together in a highly
contemporary manner. 14K Gold mountings.

•'

Enlace Bridal Sets

15Diamonds

11 Diamonds

$425

LOOK

Twogether Bridal Sets

UNDER THE SUN!

9Diamonds

$275

"BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED
WATER" -Buck Owens And His
Buckaroos (Capitol/St-685).
Before former Lobo Managing
Editor (and fellow Buckophile)
Don Burge exposes me in the
letters column as having been
unduly influenced to review this
album, I will admit that the neato
watch with Buck's grinning,
hand-waving figure with
redwhitenblue guitar on the face
which I wear with understandable
pride upon my wrist was a gift
from Capitol Records which not
only proves how far a record
company will sometimes go to
publicize an album but. also proves
that I was unduly influenced to
review this album. But heck, if
someone presented you with your
funkiest and probably most-prized
possession in the world, wouldn't
you want to do something for
them?
So here it is, Buck: your
album's a bomb. Let me quickly
add that there are three or four
"Buck-style" songs here that
aren't bad. But when he tries to
tangle with Dylan's lyrics ("L,ove
Minus Zero- No Limit") and
tells us "I've got my books and
my poetry to protect me" ("I Am
A Rock"), he's stompin' up the
wrong pasture.
I like some pure country music,
and I genuinely like a lot of what
Buck Owens has done. His songs,
and even the liner notes he wrote
for this album, have occasional
mispronunciations and
ungrammatical constructions; I'm
sure someone somewhere along
the line tactfully points these out,
and I'm just as sure Buck says
something like "Heck, that's the
way I'd say it- leave it that
way." He's honest. He knows who
he is, and he's proud of it.
I'm not trying to say Buck has
copped out with this album and
tried to lure the folk·rock sales
market; I believe he's sincere
when he states in the liner notes
that he wanted to record the
Dylan, Donovan, and three Paul
Simon songs because he feels
"they're all really Country songs
in disguise." He has countrified
the music pretty well, especially
vocally, but he just can't do
anything to make the lyric~ sit
right.
Face it, Buck; you're not a
rock. Git Homeward bound. Act
naturally.
Charles Andrews

afternoon. Panelists include
Morris Abram, former president
of Brandeis University now an
attorney in New York City;
Melvin D. Kennedy, executive
director, Council on Legal
Education Opportunity, Atlanta,
Ga.; N. Scott Momaday,
professor, University of
California, Berkeley, and Pulitzer
Prizewinning novelist; Robert A.
Senescu, chairman, department of
psychiatry, UNM; and James R.
Gay, associate dean, UNM School
of Medicine.
Law School Dean Thomas W.
Christopher will chair the
symposium.
Art work on display during the
weekend has been loaned to the
School. Artists Walter Bambrook
and Raymond Jonson constituted
the hanging committee. The
anthropology department has
arranged a display of Indian
pottery, Navajo rugs, Indian
jewelry, Kachina dolls, and other
Southwestern items. A New
Mexico geological exhibit has
been arranged by the department
of geology.
Construction of the $1.7
million building was begun in

October, 1969. It was completed
last February and the move from
old Bratton Hall on Roma Ave.
was carried out between
semesters.
Bradbury & Stamm
Construction Co. was the builder
of the 60,000 square foot,
Southwest modem building, and
George Wright & Associates was
the architectural firm.
The multi-level structure of
reinforced poured concrete
features a wide concourse or
"forum" in the center,
surrounding the circular moot
court room. The forum is
furnished with chairs, tables, and
couches and is designed to serve as
a.n educational adjunct,
facilitating informal discussions
among law students and fa.culty.

Wedding Gift
BRISTOL, England (UPI)Newlyweds Peter and Tessa Floyd
were delighted with the 10-foot
oak tree friends at Floyd's office
gave them. Only they do not have
a garden. Floyd asked Bristol city
authorities to help. They agreed
to plant it on a city-owned beauty
spot.

NUMBER-ONE

$350

lODiamonds

Blessing Set Aprill7 -18

New Bratton Hall on the north
campus will be dedicated by the
UNM Law School with programs
Saturday and Sunday.
Members of the New Mexico
Bar and deans of law schools
throughout the nation have been
in vi ted to special ceremonies
Saturday,. including an address by
United States Supreme Court
Justice Byron R. White.
On Sunday from 2·4 p.m. there
will be an open house at the new
building for members of the
University community and the
general public. An exhibition or
Southwestern art and
anthropology will be on display in
the building.
Justice VVhite will address the
Saturday luncheon meeting. UNM
Regent Arturo G. Ortega will be
master of ceremonies. Ortega was
president of the Regents during
the time the law building was
planned and built.
The Saturday program also
includes a 10 a.m. ceremony in
which members of the Navajo
Tribe will perform a special
blessing ceremony.
A symposium on "Identity for
Modern Man" is planned for the

$225

3 CONVENIENT WAYS TO CHARGE:
• Custom Charge • Revolving Charge • Master Charge

%ALES®

Most wanted, most
swaggery of al.l this
summer's looks: our
striped cotton knit top
with solid cotton knit
pants. Red or Navy,
sizes 5 to 18.
Top $7.

Pants $10.

*
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*Coke

l
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With Every

~~--

Meal
With this coupon

JEWELERS

Student Accounts Invited
Downtown 318 Central SW
Five Points Shopping Center
Open 10 AM-6 P.M
Fri. 10 AM·9 PM
Winrock Open 10 AM-9 PM Daily

Jllustratlons enlarged
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OODRUFF
Central S.E.
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Lobo Nine Faces UTEP Friday
Take 20-1 Record Into WAC Opener
Host ASU Tl1inclads

UNM's baseball squad opens its
WAC sched tlle Friday night
against Texas-El Paso for a
three-game series following a 3-2
vacation showing against
Wyoming and ENMU.
The Lobos, led by the hitting
of Bob Faford, will host the
Miners in the Albuquerque Sports
Stadium, in the Wolfpacks
southern division opener.
The two teams play a single
game Friday starting at 7:30p.m.,
with a doubleheader set for
Saturday afternoon at Lobo field
beginning at 1 p.m.
Opening the week with an
18-13 record against Eastern
Monday, the Lobos took two
from the Greyhounds behind
Fafords .477 batting average, to
past a 20-13 mark to date.
Head coach Bob Leigh is
keeping his eye on the Lobo
training room hoping some of his
injured regulars will be able to
return to the lineup for the series
with UTEP.
All-WAC outfielder Rick Wicks
had been out for a week with a
bad knee while second baseman
Ken Johnson has been sidelined
with a foot injury, Armando
Reyes is on limited duty with a
broken wrist and All-WAC pitcher
Jim Kremmel has been out with a
sprained ankle.
·

Despite the injureis Lobo
batters are blistering opposing
pitchers with a .329 team batting
average. The Lobos have also set a
school record for extra base hits
with 54 doubles, 42 triples and 24
homeruns.
Besides Faford, Larry Minarsich
is also eli pping opposing hurlers
for a .384 clip.
With a pre-WAC schedule of

I

\.

•

•

•

20-13 the Wolfpack will be out to
revenge losses they experienced at
the hands of the Miners last
season, that foil Lobo chances for
a WAC title, which eventually
went to Arizona. Last year the
Lobos took five of six games from
the league champion Wildcats but
couldn't handle the Miners, who
took three in a row from the
Lobos in El Paso.
The Miners have a phobia for
streaks this season. Earlier Miner
coach Andy Cohens diamondmen
lost nine of 10 ball games, then
came back with nine straight wins.
They have currently lost eight of
their last nine, including five
straight.
Last week Arizona beat the
UTEP nine 8-7, 8-3 and 8-2.
The visiting Miners, will
however, bring Bob Prokopowicz
the WAC individual batting titlist.
Last year Prokopowicz won the

Improve Gr<~dos While Devoting

Tho Same Amount Of Time To Study

USE STUDY SOUNDS

fncreaso Your Concentration And Improve
Your Comprehension. Study At A F~stcr Rate.

ELECTRONICALLY PRODUCED SOUNDS
CAUSE THIS TO HAPPEN
Please Spec1fy

8 Track Tape, COJ!lSC::t1e, Or LP Record
Send Cheek or Money Order - $9.95 E3ch

Include 75c Handling and Postnge
Sound Concepts, Inc., - Box 3852
ChorlottesvJIJa, Ya. 22902

QUaRt€RS
lounqe &
BaR-B-q
SCHLITZ
$3.84/case
96c/6 pack
Send a child to ccimp

yale se
.... ···
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IMPROVE GRADES .
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Headlined by . the . American
record holder in the javelin, an
undefeated triple jumper and a
top flight one mile field, UNM
hosts Arizona State Univel'Sity
here Saturday in the final home
track meet of the season for the
Lobos.
Set for University Stadiun1, the
field events get underway at 7:30
p.m. with the first running event
scheduled for 8 p.m.
ASU's Mark Murro set the
American and collegiate record in
the javelin last season with a
throw of 3 00 feet in a triangular
meet with Oklahoma and Oregon
State plus holds the national
junior college record (273-0) and
high school record (252-8 ). Murro
will face New Mexico's duo of Per
Eric Smiding and Ulf Johansson in
what should be the top field
event.
Both Murro and Johansson
have been hampered by injuries
this season and neither have been
up to form. Murro has a 1971 best
of 272-1 while Johansson, who
has the second best throw ever at
UNM at 256·4, has a 1971 best of
248-5. Smiding has a throw of
242-4 112.
UNM indoor All-American
Chuck Steffes is undefeated in the
triple jump in five outings this
season. He had his season best of
50-4 1/z last month in a five way
Faford
meet at Arizona State and was a
double winner in last week's
bit this weekend. Four of the Olcluhoma Relays. Arizona State
injured are starters, all hitting over will pit senior Larry Litvinoff
.300. On the pitching side of the against Steffes in the triple with a
ledger Lobo Coach Bob Leigh is season best of ·19-10'/.o, the best
expected to start Jim Kremmel ever by a Sun DeviL Steffes is the
(3-4, 3.93 era) Joe Waid (•1-2) and favorite to win the long jump.
Wendell Franke (3-1) against the Last week IH' had a leap of 2·1-0V.
Miners, although Leigh will have at Norman, Okla.
to wait on the training room
A blanket finish in the mile can
report before announcing the be expected if the entries hold
pitching rotation for the weekend. true to form. Lobo junior Dave
If Jim Kremmel is able he should Roberts has won four straight in
throw Friday with Joe Waid and the four lap race and had his
Wendell Franke the probable career best of 4:06.8 at Arizona
starters Saturday.
State in March. He won the
Oklahoma Relays last week at
The Lobos follow up the UTEP
series by traveling to Arizona for a 4 : 1 2 • Sun Devil coach Baldy
Castillo has two fine milcrs in Bob
three-game series against the
defending league champion
Wildcats. They will come back for
a single game against New Mexico
State on April 24 and hit the road
Coach Dick McGuire will take
again on the 30th for two games his UNM golf team to Houston
against UTEP.
this week for the 16th annual
A II- America Intercollegiate
Invitational, a tourney that has
attracted the top 26 collegiate
teams in the country.
McGuirt> i8 hoping that his
Lobos will continue with the hot
WAC crown and the national title
with .508 and .471 averages
respectively. This season slowed
by an injury he dropped from the
elite .400 batting class to .390.
Other batsmen for the Miners
include second sacker Terry Baker
at .340, firstbaseman Barry
Alburtis .290 and Gat·y Molberg
.343.
UNM's lineup will be juggled a
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ASUNM Spring Elections
Absentee Voting
·'

Wednesday, April 21, 8 A.M.

Gymnasts Shine
Four competitors from the
UNM Gymnastics team brought
home three blue ribbons and some
high scores from the Pasadena
National Invitational Gymnastics
meet last weekend.
Senior Stormy Eaton closed
out his career at UNM in glorious
style, beating Colorado State's
Tom Proulx in floor exercise with
a 9.5 score. Proulx's 9.45 was not
enough to surpass Eaton, who had
lost to Proulx in the 1970 NCAA
championships in the same event.
Junior Dana Shelley took fourth
in the event, finishing behind
Louis Mourino of Cal-State at Los
Angeles.
Shelley tied for fourth win
freshman Jim Ivic<'k on the long
horse. Ivecek scored his best in
national competition in the high
bar, a 9.5, tying for first with
Lobo sophomore Jon Aitken. The
duo edged forml•r NCAA champ
Mark Davis in that event. Ivicek
also finished fourth in the parallel
bars and fifth in the still rings, for
the biggest point production for
the Lobos at the meet.

Student Government Offices
Union

Counselors

History A wards
Applications are now being
accepted for the two annual
Grunsfeld Awards for history
majors. The awards are given on
the basis of general scholarship
and financial need.
Candidates should be students
who will have completed at least
60 hours of study by the end of
the spring semester and must be
graduates of New Mexico high
schools.
Applications for the awards of
$125 should be picked up at the
student aids office. Deadline for
receipt of applications is May 15.
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An aesthetic study of oddly
colored candy bars, surrealistic
color photographs, lithographs
dealing with biblical animal theses
and series of bright paintings on
an ear of corn are highlights of the
master's theses exhibition that
opened Sunday at the UNM Art
l"viuseu1n.
This exhibition features the
works of seven master's degree
candidates of UNM's art
department. "These exhibits are
the final statements of several
years of intensive work by the
students," said Leonard Lehrer,
chairman of the art department.
The students whose these will
be on display in the lower gallery

Cuisine Course

FUN

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ($1,40) per time run. If ad is to
run five or more cone~utivc days with
no changes the rate Is reduced to 5c
per word nnd tba minimum number of
words to 10.

WHERE: Joumnlism Building. Room
206, afternoons preferably or mall.
Clas9ifiod Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
AlbuquerQue, N.l\1. 87106

Five openings are left in an
international cuisine course which
will begin April 19 at Sandia High
School.
Persons interested in enrolling
should contact the UNM division
of continuing education, which
sponsors the course.
Taught by Nancy Weaver,
classes will be held Monday
evenings from 6:30 to 9:30p.m.
for six weeks. There is a $20 fee.

Kennecott Scholarships

5)

FORSALE

AGORA: Student solace, midnight to midnjght, 7 days a week. Carne in nnd talk.
Northw<St comer of 1\lcsn Vista. 277•
3013. 4/19

IIIIRACORD 50-H Turntable, with base &
cover. Pickering XV 15-AI\IE 3 Cnrtrldge. Excellent condition. $100. 242-4446.
4/23

GIRLS: CASU FOR YOUR llnred slnx and
groovey sportswear. l\lust be in good
shap~. The Rag Shoppe. Cnll 268-2823 for
appointment. 4/21

THREE NEW 1971 stereo consoles comp]cl<> with Inrge delux Gerrard changer
and 4-spenker system. $87.60 each or
terms. United Freight Sales, 3920 San
ll!nteo, open 9 to 9. 4/G

HELP SAVE Alii ERICA I Join the Ameriran VigiJnntes I For information-buy
nnd rencl The American V js:iJnntc by
Alarie Branden Prrns. 221 Columbus Ave.
Boston, Mnss. 02116. $4.96. 5/3
NOT EXACTLY THE SORT of work
your mother hnd in mind for you ••• sell
the HARD TIIIIES. See Grant nt 115 B
Hnrvnrd S.E. or cnll 265-9706. 6/3
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS must
be in by 3 p.m. to run the !allowing day.

LOST & FOUND

I•~OUND-prescription glasses
Ynl~ Pnrk. Owner rnny claim

Journalism llldg.

nnd case nt
in Rtn. 205,

6)

l•.OR CONit•JngNCP~ in English ronmo.<;i~
tion und rending. The Origtnnl InductiV<'
Wn:y. 11 Yt'nrs experience, r.:rndes 7
through 14. Tulorinr: spN!inliot. 2Gfi-0863,
PASSI'ORT, appJiention or id<'ntiificntion
photosJ fast and int'xpensivc. Nenr UNM.
I~ither cn11 265-244.4, or come to 1717
Girard NI~. 4/20
'fYJ>ING ~ J.~XPJi}Rlr~NCED, IBM d<'Ctric
term patwro, thl'Scs. Call 26G-4DOG, 110
Vnssnr S.I~. 4/23
__ _

EMPLOYMENT

IIIEN OI;' ALL TRADES to North Slope,
Aln..ka nnd the Yukon, nround $2800.00 n
month. For complete information 'vritc
to Job Research, P.O. Box 161, Sta. A,
Toronto, Ont. Enclose $3.00 to cover cost.
4/9
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This Sunday <~n exhibition of
Master's of Fine Arts degree
candidates will go on display at
the museum.
The museum is located in the
Fine Arts Center and is open from
10 a.m. until 5 p.m. Tuesday
through Friday and from 1 p.m.
until 5 p.m. on Sundays. The
exhibition is free and open to the
public.

Thursday, April 15
12:00 noon-3:00p.m.,

Mall

Mariachi Gala
7:30p.m. SUB Theatre & Friday 7:30p.m. Kiva

H.H. Mondragon & Cipriano Vigil

Thursday, April15

Power Cells; Union; room 230;
noon.
Rosary College Newman Center;
Union, Desert room; 6:30p.m.
Christian Science Organization~
Union, room 230; 7 p.m.
Spurs; Union, room 231 A-C; 7 p.m.
Kiva Club, Nizhqni Dance
Discussion; Native American Studies
Center: 7 p.m.
Bahai Student Associntlon; Union,
room 250-D: 8 p.m.
S p ealt.ers Committee; Union.

Cfeofes Vigil & Meliton Trujillo

Saturday, April 17
8:30p.m. Newman Center

Parranda Chicana

theater; 8 p.m.

Albuquerque Civic Light Opera,
"Camelot;" Popejoy Hall; 8:15p.m.
Circle K; Union, room 250-A; 9:15

,

p.n1.

Free Refreshments and Music

CARTERVILLE, Ill. (UPI)Williamson county authorities
have deduced that burglars who
raided the Playboy Boat Dock at
Crab Orchard Lake may be
planning a trip.
The thieves took two outboard
motors, 65 sandwiches and a
supply of stationery.

A UNIQUE CULTURAL EXPERIENCE

I

Presented by Chicano Studies and Speakers Committee

t===~==== =-- ___ j
Popejoy

Hall

MISCELLANEOUS

J.AST CALL I Submit your poetry, fiction,
photography or nrt work to the Thunderbird. Room 205-Journalism Building.
4/16

Civic Light Opera

247-4347
DOWNTOWN

.m.

Olt SR. ACCOUNTING MAJOR nC<'dod to tutor nooounling lOG. 'l'd. 260-5179.
4/16
GimMAN AUTOI\IOTIVB (G01u Gibson

.

EMPLOYMENT

REPRESENTATIVE FOR STUDENT
TRAVEL, good income and discounts.
Send resume to Mr. Rny, Anglo America
Association, GOA Py]e- St., N~wport, Isle
o! Wight, England. 4/19

6)
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CHICANO MUSIC FESTIVAL

TEI!.MS: Parment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

PERSONALS

·~

are: Pat Brady, ceramics; Andrea
West, photography; Steve Tangier,
figurative painting; Paige Pinnell,
photography; David Milutin,
drawing; Evelyn Rosenberg,
lithography; and Daniel Socha,
lithography,

12:30 p.m. SUB Theatre & 7:30p.m. Kiva

Silicon Talk
Sharon Hahs, of the UNM
chemistry department, will lead a
departmental seminar April 16 at
3:30 p.m. in the chemistry
building, room 101.
Her talk, on optically active
silicon compounds, is free and
open to all in teres ted persons.

l

Master These's Exhibition
Displayed in Art Museum
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Friday, April 16

Central at University

3)

•

Calling You

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite

2)

'
,

lOc BEER
Every Tue. !Xi PM

1)

•
1

I

OKIE'S

-

VW SlH"r.in1i9ts; rompl<"te VW n•pnfr;
.P:unrunl(•f.ld rebuilt (•nghw. 4/21

Presents
Lerner & Loewe's great musical hit

0

::0

0

CAMELOT

I

fj'J

.___...~--~-- ~ =~--~·~~~~-~-~--.....-

.;;nMMI·~n. HlliH.TS- -nHmY c'Jlnl'(•cl T-~·hirb,
~1l<•f•V(I1c~N. n.nd t;tri1Hr lmib;. $1.fW to
81:!-,ctll, t~ohn Ml•U'll' Hhop, 2120 Crntrnt

Administrators

full chorus & orchestra

HI•;.

(Bilingual-Spanish/English)

Company of I 10

}.· i Vl~-Nj.}\V---:c;'i'I·~IiJ·i(_)_7nlilli fh•;;1- wit!~ -AM:

1•'.1\1 nmlt.iplPx tmwr und oi~!-tlH':thc.•r llYH·
tt•m. lfw; immt~• for tnrw nnrl 11hono.
$nu.nr; or fN'rn::. tlnih•cl l•"t•c•h":ht Hnlt•:t.
a!J2U Hun Mah•o, UlH'll lJ to u. ·1/!i
I~I·~VI- (~61~-nST Navy.- l)htt•l~:-,·--h~ln~nlt~ly,
hrit!P, hrown, r.-n•t•n, (l.tlcl hone•. AU nt
IJoho M<'n'n Hh011, :!120 {',•ntrai R.J';~ ·1 t'fi
l!i7! ItAM:im!i(;'j.;w.;. Wlwr<· :• I•'ItoN'tnjft
Jtli1H'rAtrltAN'l' ~u·m,~·~ from 1\Jpt'jo~·
Ilrtlt, The Inttl.<il in hroi1C'1i food. (~nll 21iG~
nrmo fur ortlror;l tu t>:o. 7 ;:m tu 'i ::HI. r;,·;·i
l:•n HI:N-<Ho~It -Hg\VINH MA-(•ntNl•!:~.
l1PVc•l' lU't 111 U!\1 111. c;~ full~ ''~i\lhlPl~l !rr
ziro;uzar!', mnl~· huttonhc,lco;;, f•(c•. 'l'hi~1 ]., a

Tony M. GonzcJies is recruiting for the
San Francisco Bay Area,
Thurs., April15; 3 p.m .• 6 p.m.
Fri., April16; 9 o.m.- 6 p.m.
Sat., April17; 10 a.m •• 1 p.m.

fil·~1t titur• llff~'J'
S4!1.~H, npi<•cP.

White Winrock Hotel-Albuquerque

and thP.!r" WiiJ t~o fnnt H!
WP luWP thl·(•ad<••l tlH'lH
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Lnl,n f¥h•n'H Hhop, !!120 Crntrnl }U:.
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Frank W. Ikle, chairman of the
UNM department of history will
represent the New Mexico State
Commission for the American
Revolution Bicentennial at an
April 16-17 meeting in Arizona,
of representatives of all
southwestern states.

Uranus Viewing

shark's hide.
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The mysterious planet of
Uranus will be the focus of UNM's
campus observatory's 15'h-inch
telescope April 15 from 7:30 to
9:30p.m.
The observatory is open each
Thursday during the semester to
Reptilian Hormones
the general public, weather
University of Californiapermitting. Admission is free, but
children under 12 should be Berkeley biologist Paul Licht will
deliver a public lecture April 16,
accompanied by an adult.
The observatory is located on at 9: 3 0 a.m. in the biology
the south fringe of the UNM building, room 139.
Licht's talk on hormonal
north golf course. Parking for the
open house is in the physics regulation of reproduction in
department lot at the corner of reptiles is open to all interested
persons, free of charge.
Yale and Lomas NE.
He is an associate professor of
biology
at Berkeley and an
FUN
FUN' endocrinologist
with interests in
physiological adaptations among
vertebrates to various aspects of
the physical environment.

Man's best shark - fighting
weapon may turn out to be an
electric dart that can electrocute a
small shark outright or instantly
paralyze a big one. Fired from a
sea lance, the new dart generates
30 volts as it plunges into the

TEACHERS

I

r
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10 scholarships, each for $500
are available to students in New
Mexico. The Kennecott Copper
Corporation is' sponsoring the
scholarships for college students
in Southwestern universities to be
presented in the spring of 1971
for the school year 1972.
Students that are United States
citizens presently enrolled in
college and who have completed
at least one year of study are
eligible. Applicants must be
candidates for a bachelor's degree
in education, engineering,
business, science, mathematics,
journalism, health and recreation,
law, nursing, or medicine.
The UNM student aids office is
accepting applications for the
scholarships until April 23. The
UNM scholarship committee will
nominate can cHdates for the
awards to be later chosen by
Kennecott Corp. For further
information contact the UNM
student aids office.
lllllllllllllllllillllllllll:lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllll'
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History Meeting

The UNM Veterans against the
War are inviting veterans and
families of soldiers listed as
missing in action, killed in action
or prisoner of war, to help end the
war in Indochina by
accompanying the Vietnam
Veterans Against the War as they
go to Washington D.C. for a
non-violent demonstration.
Round trip transportation,
food and lodging will be provided
free of charge. The group plans to
leave the Albuquerque Sunport on
April 18, and return April 24. For
more information call 277-5528,
or go to the New Mexico Union,
room 248.

through
Tuesday, April 27, 5 P.M.

)

.

Vets Against the War

Golf Team Swings at Houston

--~

\

CAMPUS BRIEF§

Boglione and Mark Rafferty.
Boglione has toured the mile in
4:06.9 while Rafferty has run the
distance this season in 4:09.9.
The Sun Devil quartet of John
Holbrook, Steve Holden, Woody
Green and Mike Roberts has the
best 440 relay time in the Western
AthleLiC Conference this year with
a time of :40.5 and should be
favored to win the opening
running event. New Mexico has a
best of :41.5 run early in the
season.

hand that gave them second in last
week's St. Andrews International
In tercollcgiate golf tourney in
Scotland. New Mexico finished
five strokes behind champion
Jacksonville with a 1542 totaL
The UNM head coach will pick
his four-man team from Paul
Simpson, Dave Newquist, AI
Lovato, Andy Boyd, Dennis
Anderson and Greg Harmon.
Harmon, sophomore from
Golden, Colo., was a last minute
addition to the roster after his
fine performance in Scotland.
Harmon won the individual tit!<'
in Scotland with the tourney only
sub-par round of 71 at Carnousti<•
the third day and an even par 72
over the famed Old Course at St.
Andrews on the final day.
Harmon finished with 300, five
strokes better than runner-up Jack
Osterling of Jacksonville.
New Mexico finished far behind
champion Houston last season
when the Lobos finished in 16th
and could do no better than a tie
for 19th in the individual
standings. Host Houston defeated
Texas on the 18th hole last year
for its 13th All America crown in
15 years.
The four-day tourney opens
today at the Atascocita Country
Club in Houston.

iJ

Tonight, lFriday, Saturday & 1\:Ionday-8:15
SHIRTS-PANTS-HATS
SADDLIERY-BOOTS
FIESTAS
PICNICS
JUST lOAFING
AROUND
Albuquerque

Sunday, Apr. 18-2:15 P.M.

Tickets ,f.oo. ;J.)')O, g.oo
ON!\l Students w/Act. Carcls Jj~ pncc

•

Tel. '277-31'21
P~ge,7

editorial
Traditions

Violated
The offices of the Stanford
University student newspaper were
raided recently by local police armecl
with search warrants. The police
were looking for photos or other
evidence which could be used to
identify people who participated in a

letters

'

Experience
To the Editor:
Last Friday and Saturday nights
some of your multi-media students
presented Balinese Theater Reborn
in Popejoy Hall. It was an absolute
revelation and a pure delight to me
and the three South American
university presidents who viewed it
with me.
The stultifying, restrictive,
limiting conventional atmosphere of
the theater was transformed for
those hours in a time space forever
gone by, into a more close life-art
relationship than I have seen in too
many years.
From the beginning it was fun. We
paid our dollar, and were given paper
money in exchange. We had to mill
around in the lobby, much like an
intermission, seeing who was there
and what they were wearing and
being friendly. When we went inside
the show was in progress. At points
the actors in the play stood up next
to the audience and took roles in the
very unique drama. It was stunning
to realize how comfortable these
young artists were with unstructured
time and what they were trying to
communicate.
We indulged some old fantasies;
putting a $20 bill in the collection
plate when it was passed; taking out
$70 when it came back, putting
money in its proper place. We were
given baskets of home made cookies
out of the super abundant market
mentality which made us feel that
we were being given as much as we
gave. These are just some of the
overt observations that I recall from
the evening. At a point audience and
actors were no longer separate but
we were all a part of the action.
In the lobby the $50,000
mechanical sculpture was draped in a
canvas. (It is kind of dull and never
changing and boring, after alL) The
ash trays were turned over and we
had a ball whooshing the hure canvas
in space-that glorious usually
wasted space of the lobby of the
building. The nice tall thin young
policeman stood, hands behind his
back, observing the play. And I use
the word "play" seriously.
It was a great evening of
experimental theater which should
be the norm. The old art forms are in
their death agony. Your students are
showing us the way.
Betty L. Carroll

sit-in at the Stanford University
medical center.
The police called the protestors
"non-students," and apparently plan
to use the identifying photos as
evidence for charges against the
demonstrators. Several windows
were broken in the demonstration
which protested the firing of a black
janitor at the medical center.
All film and notes of
demonstrations will now be
destroyed, said the Stanford student
editor.
The Stanford raic;l comes on the

But it is not only the media which
heels of an attack on CBS news for
an in-depth program, "The Selling of is being hurt by Agnew's attacks or
the Pentagon." CBS' film and tapes the jeopardizing of news sources.
of the program have been requested The public is also being hurt. The
by a Congressional subcommittee American press has operated under a
investigating Vice President Spiro tradition of giving news in an open,
Agnew's claim that CBS fabricated unbiased, uncensored fashion. The
or took out of context much of what press has always assumed the
responsibility inherent in that
was said in "Selling."
Frank Stanton, CBS president, tradition.
Now the public's right to open
said the subcommittee will get only
news is being threatened. It makes us
the material used on the air.
what officials feel they have
wonder
Both incidents are alarming, as
they indicale a trend away from a to hide.
Sarah Laidlaw
free American press.
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Will Consider Construction Projects

Regents to Discuss Funds Usage
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Vietnamese

(Editor's Note: The following is a
reply to my March 25 editorial
criticizing the University
administration for not adequately
funding the minority studies
programs.)
By CHESTER C. TRAVELSTEAD
Vice President for Academic Mfairs
Due to a recent illness and a trip
away from Albuquerque, I did not
get to read your March 25 editorial
on the funding of the three minority
programs until today. And since I
believe you are not aware of all the
facts related to this matter, I want to
give you some information which I
hope you will pass on to the readers
of The Lobo.
The first minority studies program
(the Chicano Studies Program) was
begun on Feb. 1, 1970, with funding
as follows: Coordinator budgeted at
an annual salary of $16,500 (12
months); a half-time secretary at an
annual salary of $2200. To these
items was added $200 for supplies
and expense. The first step then,
represented a budget of
approximately $19,000 per year,
with actual funding of $7603 during
the last five months of the 1969-70
year.
The Black Studies Program and
the Native American Studies
Program would have been funded at
the same level and would have
started in the spring of 1970 also, if
coordinators conld have been found
at that time. When coordinators were
identified ~nd cOntracted, these
programs were begun (Black Studies,
June 1, 1970, and Native American
Studies Aug. 1, 1970.) Each of these
programs is being funded for the

1970-71 fiscal year at about the
same level as that for the Chicano
Studies Program (full-time
coordinator, half-time secretary,
$600 for supplies and expense, as
well as travel money to send both
corrdinators to national meetings of
their choosing.) The only substantive
difference in funding of the three
programs is in the salaries of the
three directors whose formal
education (degrees held, etc.) and
background of experience differ
widely.
In 1970-71 the total funding of
the three programs from
appropriated monies is $55,963,
including original budget, travel
money for directors and
supplemental funds for extra courses
taught in these programs. This
represented an increase of $48,360
over the amount of money spent for
the Chicano program in. the last five
months of 1969-70.
In 1971-72, we are committed to
doubling the professional staff in
each of the three programs - a
coordinator and an additional
professionally qualified person. This
will be a total of six faculty-type
positions, at a time when all colleges
and departments are urgently
requesting more faculty members.
And it is now estimated the three
programs together will be funded at
the level of about $100,000, an
increase of about $44,000 over
1970-71. This is by far the greatest
percentage of increase of any
department, office or college on this
campus for next year.
On last Dec. 1, I notified the three
coordinators that each of them was
authorized to add one professional
person- a faculty member. Prof.
Richard Griego, who has asked to be

relieved as coordinator of the
Chicano Studies Program in order
that he might return to full-time
teaching in mathematics, identified
and recommended two persons for
that program for next year. Both his
recommendations were accepted and
contracts are being written for the
new coordinator and the second
member of the professional staff.
Neither of the other two
coordinators (Becknell of
Afro-American Studies - originally
called Black Studies - and Wilson of
Native American Studies) has
recommended the additional
professionals authorized for their
programs, but I assume that the
authorized positions will be filled
soon.
Two additional facts are relevant,
I believe. Whereas, we had no
meeting centers for any of these
three programs in January, 1970, we
now have attractive and convenient
headquarters for all of them at a
time when physical facilities are
indeed scarce on our campus. Many
other academic departments are
housed in far less desirable quarters.
Last, I want to point out that a
year ago we did seek and get from
the legislature a grant of $140,000 to
fund the College Enrichment
Progra~ which aids directly and
extensiVely- through tutoring and
special instructional programs, etc. students from the three minority
groups discussed above.
We in the administration realize
we are not doing all that is needed
for. these minority groups, but I
beheve the record indicates that we
have helped them to make such
progress. It further indicates, I hope,
that we ~e trying sincerely to keep
our prormses to these groups.
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An exhibition of paintings
titled "People in Vietnam" will
be on display in Zimmerman
Library April 18-June 20. The
artist, Glynn Gqmez, is a former
Marine who re"fused to be a
combat artist. Many of the works
employ unusual materials at hand
in Vietnam.
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IJ Sa11ta Fe Pai11ter Opens

li

sVietnam
War Exhibition aw
u
"People in Vietnam," an exhibition of paintings completed
by a young Santa Fe artist while he was a Marine in Vietnam,
will be shown in Zimmerman Library April 18 through June
20.
The paintings are by Glynn Gomez. Part of the group has
been borrowed from private collectors and assembled for the
first time into one exhibition.
As a courier in Vietnam, Gomez ofte11 was limited to the
use of whatever art supplies he could improvise. There are
paintings on wrapping paper, one on the top of an incense
box, even one on parts of brick held together with barbed
wire.
Twigs sometimes were used as brushes. Stamp-pad ink,
meant to expedite the flow of Department of Defense forms,
was used instead in a wash over the paintings to veil the
subjects in a monsoon mist.
"Gomez said he was asked by the Marines to be a combat
artist, but he refused, preferring to paint the Vietnamese
people instead of official Marine Corps pictures," said George
Miller, humanities bibliographer.
Only one painting portrays the war itself. There are others
of the refugees, the war's primary victims. But there are also
giggling schoolgirls and farmers going about their work.
Gomez captures qualities of people caught up in the fringe
of a war. But the qualities are universal. He has portrayed the
same qualities with other paintings of his own northern New
Mexico.
The exhibition, which is co-sponsored by ASUNM, GSA
and the Zimmerman library Faculty's Art and Exhibits
Committee (FAEC), is the largest showing in New Mexico of
Gomez' Vietnam paintings.
The show launches an F AEC project to bring art exhibits
and displays to the library. The Gomez exhibit will be shown
in the entryway and lobby of the library on the first floor.
A mural 20 feet wide will help draw attention to the show
as it hangs on the wall just inside the library's main entrance.
All the paintings are newly mounted by Gomez, using
methods which have made the frame and picture one work of
mi.
During a reception April 18 from 2-5 p.m. in the library's
Anderson Room, Gomez also will show part of the
preliminary sketches for the paintings.
His work was first shown at the Fine Arts Museum of New
Mexico in Santa Fe while ho still was a Marine. The
exhibition has appeart'd t'lsewhere, including the Marlboro
Festival in Vermont.
Gomez w4s bum in 1945 in Cimarron and is a graduate of
St. Michael's High School in Santa Fe. He now owns an art
studio in Santa Fe.
Friday, April16, 1971

The UNM Board of Regents will discuss
this afternoon the use of almost $6 million
in campus construction funds obtained
through a general bond issue and
apportioned to New Mexico colleges by the
Board of Educational Finance (BEF). The
meeting will be 2 p.m. in the Union, room
230.
University officials said the $6 million
scheduled for use by UNM will have to be
supplemented by University funds because
bond issue and federal monies will not pay
for all construction costs in some cases.
Also on the agenda is the approval or
rejection of a proposed addition to the
faculty constitution concerning rights and
responsibilities of graduate assistants and
teaching assistants (GA's and TA's).
The proposal reads in part "No assistant
has a right to reappointment or to
continuance in service beyond the contract
period."
An assistant can be dismissed, according
to the proposal "if he is derelict in his
duties, or if he is likely, unless immediately
suspended, to do serious harm to others."
A dismissed or suspended GA or T A,
under the proposal, can appeal his case to
the Vice President for Academic Affairs, the
President of the University, and the
Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee.
Construction projects to be considered by
the regents at their meeting this afternoon
include: A new drama building costing a
projected $2,495,000 to be built at the
southwest corner of the Fine Arts Center; a
psychology building and utility tunnel,
$1,815,000; a lecture hall at Zimmerman
field, $1.372,000; an indoor swimming pool

planned for the north side of Johnson Gym,
$1 million.
Construction projects costing the

University under $1 million include: A
physics department laboratory and 300 seat
lecture hall, $866,000; an anthropology
building addition including remodeling of
the existing structure, $750,000; an art
building also slated for construction at
Zimmerman field, $560,000; and a one floor
addition to the geology building $548,000.
Other building improvements to be paid
for by the bond issue funds include
remodeling of Johnson Gym, a water well at
Girard and Campus N.E., and air
conditioning for Marron, Bandelier and
Mitchell Halls.
Shifting of offices and departments to the
new Ortega Hall now under construction will
necessitate remodeling of old Ortega Hall for
use by the English department. Moving of
faculty offices on the second floor of
Zimmerman library to the new Ortega hall
under construction at the North end of
Zimmerman field is also scheduled. This
move will provide more shelf and reading
space in the library.
The bond issue earning $9.5 million for
the state was allocated to the state
universities for capitol outlay, or
construction.
New Mexico law dictates 85 percent of
the bond issue money must be allocated for
projects to add to instructional, library, and
research space in proportion to enrollment
increases. The remaining 15 percent is left to
be allocated by the BEF as it sees the need.
The BEF, on March 6, allocated money
from the 85 percent of bond funds to
replace federal funds that did not materialize
and had been previously budgeted for
construction projects planneu 'i.n 1.'<}67 anu

1969, including additions and remodeling of
the law, anthropology,. geology, and
psychology buildings.

Vets Head for Dewey Canyon III Rally
RomPtime around noon today, the
Albuquerque Vietnam Veterans against the
War (VV A W) will climb intb their rented
Hertz cars and start for "Operation Dewey
Canyon III" - an anti-war rally in
Washington, D.C. April19.
The UNM vets are counting on taking
about 40 demonstrators in their group.
Gordon Gillies of VVAW told The Lobo
yesterday 29 people had signed up to go
along.
The group, coming from both New
Mexico and Arizona, said Gillies, has no
special plan other than "leaning on Sen.
Joseph M. Montoya (D-New Mexico)."
"We're just going to melt in and do what
we're told," he said.
"Operation Dewey Canyon III," billed as
a "limited incursion" of Washington, came
about because, according to a VVAW leaflet,
''Vietnam veterans throughout American
have had it."
"We are tired of the administration
glorifying our role in the Indochina War,
when we know that our actions there were
anything but glorious," reads the handout.
The five-day "incursion" will include
lobbying with Congressional officials,
guerilla theater depicting war crimes and
atrocities, a demand that the U.S. Supreme
Court rule on the constitutionality of the
Vietnam War and a 24-hour vigil around the
White House.
The morning of April 23, Vietnam
veterans wearing their combat fatigues will
turn in medals and commendations won in
Vietnam. The medals, according to a VV AW
itinerary, will be delivered to the White
Honse in a killed - in - action body bag- the
sort used to ship dead soldiers home to
America.
After the medals have been returned to
PrrsidE'nt Nixon, the rally will break up.
VVA W intPnds to haVP a full division of
Vietnam combat VC'terans at "Operation
D(lwey Canyon III."

The Ilouse Committee on Un-American
Activities has rated VVAW the third most
dangerous subversive group in America,
behind the Blac]< Panthers and the
Weathermen.

FPC Reviews Dismissal
The Faculty Policy Committee (FPC) has
called upon Richard E. Lawrence, dean of
the College of Education, to substantiate or
retract charges he has made against Armond
Seidler, recently dismissed chairman of the
Health, Physical Education and Recreation
department.
Lawrence has refused to make his charges
against Seidler public.
FPC consideration of Lawrence's action
was requested by Seidler. Not just Seidler's
dismissal, but the policy by which he was
fired was questioned at the meeting.
The faculty handbook, under the heading
Appointment and Continuation in Office of
Departmental Chairmen, states "It shall be
understood ... chairmen serve in any college
at the pleasure of the dean of that college."
FPC ''re-examined the policy and
principles underlying it and found no cause
to change it," said FPC Chairman Peter
Prouse.
However, said Prouse, if a dean raises
charges against a chairman he dismisses, it is
up to the dean to substantiate those charges
before they call become part of that
professor's permanent work record.
In January Seidler was dismissed as
department chairman as of June 6 by
Lawrence.
Seidler has said he is not disputing the
decision but wishes to have the charges
which were mad(l against him by Lawrence
madP public.
·
The charges were made in a written lettpr
to Seidl(•r by Lawn•nce at the time of the
dismissal.

